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Stall Barn  |  Riding Arena  |  Equestrian Facility  |  Pasture Shelter  |  Hay Storage
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SAFETY

Morton buildings keep your horses safely
contained while withstanding the wear and 
tear that animals inflict on a building.
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Horses are more than just your hobby or business, 
they are your passion. 

You admire their beauty and cherish the relationship you share.
Everything from the stalls they occupy to the fences that keep
them enclosed are essential to ensuring your horses stay healthy
and protected. 

Morton Buildings understands the importance of providing a safe
building for horses and a stylish facility for their owners. That’s why
equine enthusiasts, no matter the discipline, choose us to construct
their buildings. Our building components have been proven to
stand up to the abuse that horses inflict on their surroundings. 
The building’s layout, ventilation and overall functionality are also
taken into consideration throughout your project.

Pasture Shelter

12-sided Round Pen

Open Arena

Stall Barn

Gambrel

Monitor

Stall Barn with Lean-to

Hay Storage

Stall with Living Quarters

“When I bring the horses in
at night and put them in their stalls and

I go down to the house and go to bed,

I know they are
going to be safe.”

Dr. Susan S. • Montrose, CO



DEPENDABILITY

Morton Buildings is one of the largest, most
established builders in the U.S. We will be in
business to serve you now, and in years to come.
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From concept to completion, Morton Buildings sales consultants listen and work with you to develop your
building plan. We know you probably have a vision of your stall barn or riding arena, and it is our job to
help you fill-in the details to make that vision a reality. Our sales consultants have worked on countless
stall barns and riding arenas and can offer suggestions and advice on how to create a safe, functional
building while staying true to your style. Your building is constructed by experienced crews who understand
the importance of safety and keep that in mind throughout the construction process. Even after your
building is completed, Morton Buildings stands behind you with the strongest, non-prorated warranty in the
industry. The end result is a beautiful building that you can be proud to own for years to come.  

In the following pages, you will see just how versatile Morton buildings can be and read what customers
have to say about their building experience. Regardless of what features and options our customers choose,
they all have one thing in common—a quality building constructed by an experienced company that is
dedicated to serving its customers. 

“Not only did they [Morton]
construct a very

for us, but they also remained
involved after we were here.”

Joe E. • Versailles, KY

high end facility

3570 3548 3324

3199 3642



VALUE

Morton buildings are constructed to last through
the generations and are backed by the strongest,
non-prorated warranty in the industry.
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“I would recommend Morton to anyone.
The design, the colors, the way they put

it together, their shipping, their crew...
They do a great job.”

Wayne K. • Kingsbury, NY

3625 3323

3710 3442



FLEXIBILITY

Post-frame construction gives you the
freedom to lay out your stall barn in a way
that best fits your needs.
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“The guy [sales consultant] had
a lot of knowledge as far as taking what little 
bit we gave him and then he took it and ran with it… 

what you wanted at first.”                              
Kenny J. • Boston, GA  

You don’t just rebuild if you don’t get

When you go to build a barn it’s a  
one time deal, one build.

3647 3345

2401
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EXPERIENCE

Morton understands the need for a safe equine
facility and has the knowledge to work on any
building project from the simple to the complex.
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“It is a wonderful investment...You have a quality building that
is going to last for your generation and beyond

and withstand the use that it is being built for.”
Melissa V. • Bluffton, SC

3019 4197

3553 3331 3267



VARIETY

From stall barns to riding arenas and steel siding
to stone, Morton Buildings has countless
features and options to choose from for a truly
customized building. 
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“Man this is a great barn. People that don’t have Morton 
barns wish they did have one after looking at ours....

They have a lot of extras
that you aren’t going to get with local builders.”

Paul P. • Cypress, TX 

2276 3708 3032

2844 3388



INNOVATION

Morton continues to look for features that add to
the function and style of your equestrian building.

4230
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“We wanted the extra little warm touch
to make it all look like a home

for us and our horses,
who are like our children.”

Jamie B. • Bloomington, IN

2373 2180 3556

3467 3711



CAPABILITY

Morton constructs thousands of buildings each
year and less than two percent of them are alike.  

4151



“It’s basically a
maintenance-free building… 

The only maintenance I have to do is once 
in a while wash it down with a power 

washer to get the dust down.”                                                                      
Ray B. • Crawford, CO

3644 3533

3467

32643238



SERVICE

From concept to completion and beyond,
Morton Buildings stands behind your project.

4228



We hope you have enjoyed seeing what Morton Buildings can create for you and your horses. 
No matter how simple or complex, we pay careful attention to each detail of your equestrian
building to ensure that it is safe and comfortable. Our quality components and experienced
employees ensure your building will be constructed to meet your needs and exceed your
expectations for years to come. Whether you’re ready to start your building project or would 
like to learn more about Morton Buildings’ equestrian buildings, contact your local 
construction center. Your local sales consultant can answer questions and provide you with 
our accessories guide. 

4108



Building Across The Nation With company-owned construction centers strategically located throughout the United States,
there’s a Morton Buildings sales consultant nearby to serve you. For pricing information and to
receive additional detailed information about our buildings, contact Morton Buildings today!

800-447-7436 • mortonbuildings.com
Construction details and material specifications shown are subject to change without notice. Colors reproduced in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only
and may vary from actual colors or finishes. Certain features shown are non-stock items and may be purchased through your local Morton Buildings construction
center. Options and features shown may not be available on all building types or styles. The statements and opinions about products expressed here are those

of specific customers and should not be construed to represent all buildings or products sold, manufactured, distributed, or constructed by Morton Buildings.
©2016 Morton Buildings, Inc. Morton Buildings is a registered trademark of Morton Buildings, Inc. All rights reserved. A listing of GC licenses available at
mortonbuildings.com/licenses. Form #2107/10M/2-16 Printed in the U.S.A.


